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Darkflash DX240 water cooler
Make sure your computer's CPU is properly cooled. The DX240 water cooler impresses with its reliable performance and original, stylish
design. The colorful backlighting allows you to give your hardware a unique character - the product also supports synchronization with
the  motherboard.  The  device  efficiently  distributes  heat,  and  thanks  to  applied  technical  solutions  it  works  extremely  quietly.  It  is
compatible with Intel and AMD processors, and its installation proves to be extremely simple.
 
Optimum temperature
The cooler is made from high-grade materials that conduct heat brilliantly. The wavy fins of the device have helped to increase the area
of efficiency of the device, and thus provide better cooling. The DX240's built-in fans are also responsible for its efficient operation. The
cooler ensures efficient heat distribution and exchange, allowing you to maintain the right CPU temperature.
 
Quiet operation
Noise bothers you? We have great news for you! The cooler works extremely quietly - its noise level is very low. This is made possible by
the noise interception technology used by the fan blades to reduce air resistance. Play and work in peace - no more annoying noises!
 
Free installation
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Don't be afraid of problems when installing your radiator. The product is compatible with selected Intel and AMD processor models, and
installation is relatively easy. It won't pose too much of a challenge. You can also sync the device with your motherboard.
 
More practical solutions
The  DX240  cooling  tube  has  been  covered  with  a  durable  braided  material.  This  allowed  for  an  interesting  style  effect,  as  well  as
increased  safety  of  use.  Darkflash  skillfully  combines  aesthetic  and  practical  solutions  to  provide  you  with  reliable  yet  attractive
products!
 
Color backlight
The device features a fantastic gaming design. The spiral, colorful backlighting is an eye-catcher and makes your computer look great.
The clever design of the water block has greatly improved the cooler's appearance, so the DX240 looks modern and stylish. For the most
interesting aesthetic effects, combine the cooler with other RGB devices.
 
Manufacturer
Darkflash
Model
DX240
Cooling type
Water
Color
White
Number of fans
2
Fan dimensions
120x120 mm
Fan size
120x120x25 mm
Bearing type
Hydraulic Bearing
Fan speed
1800 RPM
Airflow
75,3 CFM
Maximum fan noise level
35 dBA
Dimensions of the heatsink
274x120x27 mm
Radiator material
Aluminum
Pump dimensions
75x75x53 mm
Pump rotation speed
2400 RPM
Maximum noise level of the pump
23 dBA
Supply voltage
12 V
Maximum current
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1900 mA
Lifetime
40000 h
Connector
4 Pin + 3 Pin
Backlight
ARGB
Compatibility
Intel: LGA 775 / 1155 / 1156 / 1200 / 1366 / 2011 (Core i3/i5/i7);AMD: AM4/FM2 / FM1 / AM3+ / AM3 / AM2+ / AM2;
Weight
1,5 kg
TDP
230 W

Preço:

€ 83.50

Jogos, Cooling, Water cooling
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